
The Einhell Drywall Sander TE-DW 225 X is a key tool for renovation and extension works. Its powerful 750-W motor and the high-quality angular

metal transmission make for effective working. The sanding disk is interchangeable and comes in round and triangular versions. The pivoting bearings

ensure ergonomic working with unrestricted mobility for the sanding head. The brush ring is spring-loaded. The folding long handle enables quick and

easy assembly and dismantling. The telescopic handle can be freely adjusted to any length up to 165 cm. The product is supplied with 3 corundum

sanding disks Ø225mm and 3 corundum sanding disks 285*285*285 mm, the high-quality even-weave fabric (round and triangular) and the Einhell E-

Box.

Drywall Polisher

TE-DW 225 X
Item No.: 4259960

Ident No.: 11017

Bar Code: 4006825634518

Features & Benefits
Powerful 750 W motor and high-grade metal angular gearing-

Changeable grinding/sanding disks (round + delta) for optimum use-

Spherical bearing  for full movement of the grinding/sanding head-

Spring-mounted bush ring-

Folding long handle for quick assembly and dismantling-

Infinitely adjustable telescopic handle up to 165 cm-

Incl.3 grinding/sanding wheels of 225mm dia. (1*P60/1*P80/1*P120)-

Incl.3 285*285*285mm grinding/sanding wheels (1*P60/1*P80/1*P120)-

Incl. high-grade sheets of even-weave fabrics (1*round, 1* delta)-

Supplied in a transport and storage case E-Box-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 230-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 750 W

- No load speed 600  -  1800 min^-1

- Grinding wheel diameter 225 mm

- Triangular sanding paper 285 x 285 x 285 mm

- Item length 1100  -  1650 mm

- Power cord length 400 cm

Logistic Data
- Product weight (kg) 3.2

- Gross weight (kg) 10

- Dimensions single packaging 680 x 215 x 335 mm

- Pieces per export carton 2 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 22 kg

- Dimensions export carton 720 x 470 x 350 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 460 | 970 | 1140
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Available as special accessories

Schleifp. 225 Klett P120 10tlg
Drywall Polisher Accessory
Item No.: 4259921
Bar Code: 4006825607673
Einhell Grey
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